
Based on selection organized by RRB/ALD for the posts mentioned below, 
candidates with following Roll Nos., in order of merit, (to be read 
horizontally), have been selected and placed on the final panel provisionally. 
The appointment of the candidates shall be subject to being found suitable in 
all respects & in medical standards as per rules:

Ticket Examiner, Cat- 16 of EN No. 02/2007
For Northern Railway:
13072161000062 13072164000022 13072161000045 13072164000117 
13072164000001 13072164000180 13072164000131  13072164000055
13072164000138  13072164000132   13072164000155  13072164000049
13072164000024 13072164000198   13072164000043  13072162000057 
13072162000074 13072162000025 13072162000060  13072163000021
(Twenty Only)
*Result/merit position is provisional. Result of Roll no 13072162000063 
has been withheld for want of certain clarification.

Account Clerk cum typist, Cat- 02 of CEN No. 04/2010
North Central Railway:
32400043 32400208 32400073 32400232 32400181 32400118
32400296 32400069 32400177 32400212 32400187 32400145
32400268 32400218 32400037 32400132 32400117 32900007
32200048 32400180 32400086 32400206 32400128 32200111
32400188 32200061 32200008 32200079 32200009 32900009
(Thirty Only)
*Result/merit position is provisional. Results of Roll nos. 32400246, 
32200039 have been withheld for want of certain clarification.

North Eastern Railway-Gorakhpur (RRB-Gorakhpur)
32400039 32400003 32400058 32200041 32200068 32200060
32200099 (Seven Only)

All successful candidates are being sent intimation through registered 
post and are advised to contact the respective 'Chief Office superintendent 
(Rectt), Personnel Department,North Central Railway, Allahabad, 
Northern Railway / New Delhi , & North Eastern Railway/ Gorakhpur for 
further formalities in regard to appointment etc.
IMPORTANT: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with 
false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The 
recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerized and the selection 
is based purely on the merit of candidates.

While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, the 
possibility of inadvertent errors can not be ruled out.   The Board reserves the 
right to rectify the same later on.
Results/notices also available on RRB/Allahabad website  
www.rrbald.nic.in  & www.rrbald.gov.in  Help line tele no. 0532-2222585
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" Serving Customers with a Smile "
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